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A Lifelong
Commitment
to Building
Safe Products
Did you know that
some of the most
significant threats
to your health
could be in your
own home, found
in the products you
use every day?

Over three decades ago Tom Mower, Sr.
came to a shocking realization: He found
that many of the same harsh chemicals used
to manufacture industrial-strength cleaners
and detergents were also used to produce
common household personal care items.
These chemicals were reported to pose
health risks when they came into contact with
the skin. Why would personal care products
contain chemicals that do so much damage?
Tom was determined to spread the word
and find alternatives to these potentially
harmful ingredients. So began his quest to
produce a historic explosion of activity—a
new awakening—in the health and wellness
community, and so the Mower Mission!

Protect Your Family
& Our Planet. Live a
Better, Healthier Life
with Sisel
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The Sisel Story

Why Sisel?

Tom Mower Sr.’s vision led him to
establish Sisel International–a visionary
enterprise of product development,
manufacturing and distribution that
ensures the Mower Mission spreads
and flourishes around the world. Sisel
stands for Science, Innovation, Success,
Energy and Longevity. Sisel holds true
to the mission of creating Health, Wealth
and Happiness for businesses and
customers around the world.

Experienced Management

Our life-changing products are a
testament to the Mower Mission and to
its forward-thinking creators. Our diverse
lines of products encompass effective
solutions for the needs of modern life.

We are led by industry leaders with more
than 60 years of combined experience
and billions of dollars in product sales.
Our founders, Tom Mower Sr.
and Tom Mower Jr. have
been two of the most iconic
figures in Health & Wellness
for the past 30 years.

World Class Production
We manufacture all our products in a highlyadvanced 400,000 ft2 manufacturing plant.
Here, we can control and oversee every part
of the production process, from the quality of
the natural ingredients, to the final bottling
and packaging. This incredibly
sophisticated plant offers state-of-theart technology, allowing us to keep our
promise to produce only Sisel Safe®
products, meaning it’s guaranteed to be safe,
effective and good for the planet.

Safe, Effective Product Lines
With 3 popular, unique lines containing
more than 50 different products, we offer
broad support for health and wellness in all
aspects of everyday life.

Generous Compensation Plan
Sisel’s extraordinary Compensation Plan
offers notable features that set us apart from
others in the industry and are based solely
on performance. These features foster a
unique and rewarding
opportunity that is
equal for all.
At Sisel we believe
you should be
rewarded based on
what you achieve, not
on your race, gender, religion or seniority.
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A Stable, Secure Future
Sisel is a 100% debt free company! Few
companies of this magnitude can make that
claim. This financial stability ensures that
Distributors will be able to further grow the
Mower Mission. We can comfortably
claim that we foresee a bright, long-lasting
future for our company and its customers!
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Our commitment is to provide
you with more energy, vigor
and drive than you ever thought
possible from just a supplement.
We research, formulate and
manufacture our products to
help support a healthy long life
and to improve the quality of life.
We believe that the more active
you are, the better your life will
be. That’s why we’ve created
the ultimate in health-prolonging
natural products.
Our scientists work non-stop to
ensure that each product line
is effectively free of chemicals,
additives and toxic ingredients.
From Nature’s doorstep to yours,
our products help you live life to
its fullest.
Once you’ve decided to make an
investment in yourself, the rest
is easy. You can utilize a myriad
of our products to keep you fit
and on top of your game. From
our Triangle of Life® to TSX™ and
The A.G.E. Pill™, you can rest
assured that as you trust Sisel,
you can trust the science behind
its products.

I’m shooting for
longevity. The road can
be hard on your body.
Horace Silver
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Longevity refers to
quality of life, not just
the quantity of life

The Keys to a Long Life
Live better, longer and happier today!

Telomeres

The A.G.E. Pill™

TSX™

The A.G.E. Pill was designed on a molecular
level to help combat certain parts of the
aging process. As we live our day-to-day
routines, our stem cells become cluttered with
cellular garbage that slows energy production
and causes decay and degeneration which
ultimately leads to aging. The A.G.E. Pill
helps support natural processes in removing
glycation buildups, reducing toxins and
cellular sludge, and supporting the increase
in ATP naturally produced by our bodies.
Try The A.G.E. Pill today and take back your
youth!

TS-X is a nutritional marvel in the way it helps
combat the effects of aging. As we get older,
our telomeres lose their potency and ability to
efficiently protect our DNA, often leading to
muscular and organ decay, decreased energy,
and more. Our incredible formula helps combat
these effects by offering nutritional support to
the health and functionality of telomeres. TS-X
supports the natural cellular processes for healthy
DNA replication, encourages increased telomere
efficiency, and contributes to better cellular health.
Get TS-X and start feeling younger today!
F131668-10-01 (30 ct Capsules) 		

F137271-10-01 (180 Capsules)

F131668-10-02 2 pk. (2 X 30 ct Capsules) 		
F131668-10-03 3 pk. (3 X 30 ct Capsules) 		

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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F131668-10-04 4 pk. (4 X 30 ct Capsules)		
F131668-10-12 12 pk. (12 X 30 ct Capsules)
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Triangle of Life
Maximize your life

FuCoyDon®– REGENERATE
Using an advanced, patented infusing process, we sulfonate Limu Moui
seaweed to make its fucoidan up to perhaps eight times more bioavailable,
giving birth to our incredible liquid supplement, FuCoyDon. The National
Institute of Health has shown that fucoidan highly supports increased
energy, enhanced immunity, and helps maintain normal glucose, hormonal,
and circulatory functions in our bodies. So, whether you live life at a leisurely
pace or tackle it head on, start your day with FuCoyDon and start loving life.
F131724-10-01 (750 mL/25 FL.OZ.)

Eternity®– ACTIVATE

You are only as young as you feel.
Triangle of Life offers huge benefits
in helping you look and feel younger
faster. Start living better, longer today!

Harnessing the power of brilliant
scientific minds and our cuttingedge technology, we combined
the potent nutritional benefits
of Resveratrol with essential
antioxidants and other energy
promoting ingredients that may
activate your youth-promoting
sirtuin genes. Eternity offers an
incredible nutritional boost to DNA
and cellular support, and helps
you kick on the afterburners when
you need the energy the most. In
a nutshell, we put lightning in a
bottle. Take the world by storm.
F130054-10-01 (750 mL/25 FL.OZ.)

SpectraMaxx® – PROTECT & NOURISH
SpectraMaxx pulls nutrients from 40 fruits, vegetables and other
natural ingredients and combines them with 74 essential trace
minerals. Then we added fulvic acid, to support the body’s ability
to absorb this power-packed supplement. Together they create a
supercharged shot of awesome megatonic that fills in the gaps of
our modern diets by providing a broad spectrum of antioxidants and
essential trace minerals in a single bottle.
F130004-10-01 (750 mL/25 FL.OZ.)
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Dietary
Supplements

Don’t Settle for a Minimum
Multi-Vitamin When You can
Have the Full Spectrum

Sisel dietary supplements are the natural
way to support a healthy lifestyle.

Encompass 360™
Enhance your health and intensify your life with the
cutting-edge blend of essential nutrients found in
Encompass 360. Our unique formula provides a powerful
source of antioxidants, minerals and trace minerals.
Encompass 360 delivers more optimal nutritional support
for your cardiovascular health, cognition, immune system
functionality, healthy joints and vision. Enjoy all the
incredible benefits and a potentially fuller spectrum of
support with Encompass 360 now!
F133631-10-01 (120 ct Capsules)

BrainVitality™
Heighten your mind with our
unique blend of Curcuma Longa
and Fenugreek Galactomannans
extracts. These supplements,
combined with our uniquely
powerful proprietary blend provide
more nutritional support for the
brain than any other product we
know of in the market. Additionally,
BrainVitality is up to 8x more
bioavailable than other traditional
supplements, so that you may get
better, faster results. Give your brain
the intensive support it may need
with BrainVitality. It’s the smart
thing to do.

Powerful formulations that
work as hard as you do.
Our dietary supplements are researched,
formulated and manufactured specifically
to replace the missing nutrients your body
needs to function at its peak levels. We make
each supplement in-house, holding every
product to exacting standards, making sure
you only get the best.
12

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

F132971-10-01 (90 ct Capsules)

Avenger™
We mixed ingredients from ancient Chinese natural remedies
together with technologically advanced discoveries in
modern science to get a revolutionary way to provide
broad-spectrum immune support. Avenger utilizes extremely
powerful all-natural and highly concentrated extracts in an
effective, synergistic combination that help support and
reinforce your immune system.
F136422-10-01 (240 ct Capsules)
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SupraOmega Plus™
SupraOmega Plus provides powerful
support for cardiovascular health,
protects cognitive function. Omega fatty
acids are dynamic antioxidants and a key
source of the fuel that every cell needs to
function. SupraOmega Plus contains an
effective mixture of Essential Fatty Acids
3 and 6, and supporting Fatty Acids 5,
7, and 9, blended with premium quality
CoQ10.
F134366-10-01 (90 ct Soft Gels)

Sisel® Vital Vision™
Vital Vision is an incredible mix of
high-tech ingredients extracted from
botanicals and antioxidants. These
ingredients are specially formulated to
support healthy eyes for keen vision,
radiantly colored pigmentation, and
vitality in a way you may not have
thought possible. Vital Vision’s formula
contains multiple antioxidants and
vitamins to help support and protect
your eyesight from free radicals and
UV light, leaving you free to enjoy all
the beautiful things in your life.
F006001-10-01 (30 ct Capsules)

SupraDetox™
This self-regulated formula uses natural,
herbal ingredients that are scientifically
designed to support detoxifying your
body, potentially removing impurities
from your liver and gastrointestinal tract.
SupraDetox may help support healthy
tissue linings throughout the entire GI
tract, and aids in the removal of mucoid
plaque and fecal matter from the colon,
helping your digestive system to operate
near peak levels and digest food more
efficiently.
F132513-10-01 (15 ct Capsules)
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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InFLUence®
InFLUence gives your bodily defenses a
potential advantage to let you supercharge
and fortify your immune system against cold
and flu. This arsenal of powerful, targeted
nutrients provides massive support and fortified
defense against cellular debris, pathogens,
and neutrophils. Our powerful blend of unique
ingredients offers an incredible amount of
immune support, potentially leaving you feeling
healthy, safe and secure from the bacteria and
other harmful substances you’re exposed to
every day.
F127597-10-01 (30 ct Capsules)
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your body...in balance
Calcium K2™
Calcium K2 takes a cutting-edge blend of what Sisel believes
are superior forms of calcium, combines it with other nutrients
offering enhanced calcium absorption, and delivers a supplement
with powerful skeletal support. The highly effective ingredients in
CalciumK2 support your body’s peak bone and circulatory system
performance support. Fortify your day and strengthen your life with
CalciumK2.

Body Shield™
Body Shield helps you stay on top of feeling healthy. This natural
powerhouse offers heightened cellular protection, increased nutrient
uptake, and aids in improved detoxification. Paired with superior
thyroid and immune system support, our supplement packs a mean,
nutrient-charged punch against most of what life throws your way.
Enhance your biological protection today with Body Shield.

F004001-10-01 (120 ct Tablets)

F130798-10-01 (60 ct Capsules)

Balance-D™
A natural, synergistic blend of
some of nature’s most fundamental
elements in digestive support ensures
your gastrointestinal tract operates
at optimum efficiency. Balance-D
combines prebiotic, probiotic, organic
microfiber, and Vitamin D, offering
advanced GI tract support. Additionally,
the rich fiber content in Balance-D
may prove beneficial for healthy heart
support. Ensure more optimal digestive
support with Balance-D, the most
comprehensive, effective, and balanced
fiber product on the market.
F132514-10-01 (210 ct Capsules)

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

InnerChi

™

A powerful supplement formulated
for producing unprecedented
and powerful support in adults’
health. With a premium blend of
all-natural supplements, InnerChi
is specifically designed to
support your body’s fight against
symptoms due to aging and
hormonal imbalances.

Renovator™
Renovator’s potent
supplements help support
your joints function properly
and efficiently, letting you live
the life you want–not the one
your body limits you to. Enjoy
superior care for your joints,
cartilage and musculoskeletal
functions today.
F100024-10-01 (120 ct Capsules)

F137342-10-01 (60 ct Capsules)
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I was taken by the power that savoring a simple cup of coffee
can have to connect people and create community.
Howard Schultz

Premium Ground Black Coffee
Our premium coffee beans are grown on the slopes of
an ancient volcano in the Boquete region of western
Panama. We then use a highly advanced infrared
cooking system to make sure our beans maintain their
rich, native flavor. Infusing this mix with a blend of
Chaga, Gotu Kola, Bacopa and organic Ganoderma
extracts, we’ve created what we believe is the world’s
best tasting, healthiest coffee; heavily fortified with
potentially powerful health supporting ingredients.
F133515-10-01 (340g/12 OZ.)

Instant Black Coffee
Don’t let being in a rush stop you from enjoying Sisel
Kaffe’s deep, rich flavor. Kaffe Instant provides all
the great taste and wonderful health benefits of our
premium ground coffee in convenient, single-use
sachets. If you like your Joe on the go, try Kaffe Instant
today!
F133487-10-01 30 Sachets (105g/4 OZ.)

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Nothing tastes as
good as fit feels.
Kate Moss

Let’s face it...losing weight and staying fit is one
of life’s biggest challenges. We understand how
difficult maintaining an ideal weight can be, so
we’ve taken some of the work out of dieting by
formulating effective supplements that nourish
your body and help satiate the cravings that
weight loss can encourage. Our entire line of
Sisel Fitness products can help you take and
potentially keep those unwanted pounds off.
Our Sisel Fitness products provide effective
ways to energize, metabolize and realize your
weight loss goals. Whether you’re looking
for nutritional supplements, tasty weight
management shakes or body-shaping creams,
Sisel Fitness may help you reach your weight
loss and fitness goals. All our fitness products
are manufactured under our Sisel Safe®
guarantee–your assurance that they are free of
any dangerous ingredients.
With Sisel Fitness, you can realistically lose the
weight you want, the way you want to do it.
Take on the challenge of becoming the you that
you want to be.

Products specially
formulated to manage
your weight and boost
your energy levels so you
can power your day.
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I’m addicted to a really tough workout,
when you’re mentally stimulated and find
out how to get through it. Exercise is
nothing short of a miracle.
Matthew McConaughey

SiselRIPT™
SiselRIPT provides the optimal ratio of essential
amino acids for maximum muscle growth and
development. Backed by years of medical research
and dozens of trials, this incredible muscle product
gives you the edge you need when you need it most.
Whether you hit the gym 7 times a week or just enjoy
a relaxing stroll, SiselRIPT provides a clinically proven
formula for superior muscular growth, regeneration,
and conditioning.
F137315-10-01 (30 ct Sachets)

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Energize, Realize and Manage
Your Weight Loss Goals

SiseLEAN
Weight Management Shakes

™
SiseLEAN™ Weight Management Shake
With very few calories per serving, each delicious SiseLEAN
shake brings you closer to your perfect body. These tasty
shakes come loaded with all your daily vitamins, minerals and
proteins. Utilizing micellar casein, our superior support formula
provides longer burning protein for up to six hours. SiseLEAN also
includes whey protein concentrates for quick muscle fuel.
They come in scrumptious vanilla and chocolate flavor and
are ideal for adding fresh fruits and vegetables for the ultimate
boost in nutritional value. For people who are always on the
go, SiseLEAN now also comes in convenient single-serving
sachets!

24

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Vanilla Flavor (only 85 calories)
F136307-10-01 (675g Bag)

Chocolate Flavor (only 100 calories)
F136308-10-01 (705g Bag)

F136307-10-01
30 sachets, 22.5g each (675g)

F136307-10-01
30 sachets, 22.5g each (675g)
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4Restore™
4Restore combines four dynamic
biological systems into one
intensely powerful formulation.
This dynamic supplement
increases the amount of Nitric
Oxide produced in your body,
enhancing your body’s ability
to absorb more oxygen and
antioxidants. Our all-natural
supplement is specially formulated
to support you in superior
workouts, dieting results and
increased testosterone potential.
F136478-10-01 (180 ct Capsules)

Sisel® Fire & Ice

UltraMaxx™
We’ve taken what Sisel’s science
believes is nature’s most potent,
energy-laden ingredients, and turned
them into a powerful shot of pick-me-up
that is great for pre-workout endurance.
Your life can be a blur of wall-to-wall
activity, every minute filled with some
busy thing thrown your way. It’s enough
to wear you out! When that happens,
you need UltraMaxx: a supernova of
natural energy for your body.

Fire & Ice is specially designed to
help you maintain a healthy body
weight while provoking a possibly
increased thermogenic and metabolic
rate. Our unique formula supports
your body’s ability to burn fat and
store energy, giving you longer, better
workouts and more efficient weight
loss management. It also comes
packed with antioxidants, vitamin B,
and buffered caffeine to give you an
edge when it matters most. With Fire
& Ice, dieting has never felt so good.
F135002-10-01 50 Sachets (275g/9.7 OZ.)

F131626-10-12 12 pk. (100 mL/3.49 FL.OZ.)

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Protect Your Family and
Our Planet. Live a Better,
Safer Life with Sisel

safe
Sisel won’t use controversial, potentially harmful ingredients in our products. In fact, our
mission is to hold ourselves to the highest possible standard of ingredient integrity. We will
always give you products made from safe, effective, non-toxic ingredients to keep your family
safe, healthy, and happy.
We follow the same criteria for every formula we create: remove the bad and replace it with
the great, so you can use every Sisel product with peace of mind. In addition, you will find all
of your Sisel products in BPA and phthalates-free containers.
This is all possible because Sisel manufactures, packages and ships our array of products
in-house. Sisel International was founded in 2006 by Tom Mower, Sr., a proven leader in the
supplement and healthy living industry. Tom wanted to control everything in the manufacturing
process, so he built a modern production plant that encompasses over 400,000 sq. ft. of
research and production facilities. All raw ingredients are stored and mixed under the most
rigorous of manufacturing standards. Even our water is purified on the premises, passing
through our advanced treatment plant before being utilized in any of our products. We do all
of this so that you know when you see a Sisel Safe product, you’ll know it’s safe and effective.
Sisel Safe isn’t just a slogan—it’s a promise.

28
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PersonalCare
All the Clean,
None of the Toxins

Sapphire Shampoo™
Great for naturally colored or permed hair,
Exquisite is sulfate-free and toxin-free so you are
protected from skin irritations and many other
serious problems. Exquisite is filled with active
agents that gently cleanse while restoring strength
and texture, leaving your hair fresh, soft, shiny,
and manageable.
F130772-10-01 (500 mL/16.9 FL.OZ.)

SupraShine™ Toothpaste

The key ingredient in SupraShine is
Stabilized C102 which helps eliminate mouth
odor and creates an unfriendly environment
for decay. SupraShine also contains teethcoating mineral calcium hydroxyapatite and
xylitol, supporting strength and dental health
that lasts. In keeping with our Sisel Safe
philosophy of manufacturing, Suprashine® is
100% fluoride free.

Sapphire Conditioner™
An ultra-moisturizing hair conditioner
that is sulfate-free and toxin-free which
replenishes damaged and over-treated hair.
Rich ingredients strengthen and fortify your
hair against damaging heat, coloring, and
excessive styling.
F132027-10-01 (500 mL/16.9 FL.OZ.)

F016003-10-01 (113 g/4 OZ.)

Enliven™ Bath & Shower Gel
Terminator Mouth Rinse
™

Terminator contains Stabilized C102, to eliminate mouth
odor. Terminator is free from potentially harmful ingredients
like alcohol and fluoride, and uses xylitol to leave a protective
mantle on teeth to create an unfriendly environment for decay.

Pamper your skin and enliven your senses
with this gentle, high-foaming toxin-free gel
that cleans and conditions your skin with
enhanced moisturizing properties.
F130639-10-01 (500 mL/16.9 FL.OZ.)

F129518-10-01 (475 mL/16 FL.OZ.)
F129026-10-01 (2 FL. OZ)
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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HomeCare
Gentle on you and
the environment

Asepti•Clean™
Dish Soap

Asepti-Clean Dish Soap lets you
experience a new level of clean.
It removes grease and food
particles from dirty dishes while
remaining gentle to your skin.
Since it is concentrated, a little
goes a long way. Since there is
no soapy buildup, the end result
is sparkling clean dishes with a
lovely green apple scent.

OrganiCleanse™ 		
Fruit & Vegetable Wash

Filling your diet with fresh fruits and
vegetables is a good thing. You can
make it a great thing with Sisel’s
OrganiCleance Fruit and Vegetable
wash! OrganiCleanse will clean and
rinse your produce to make sure your
healthy diet is the healthiest it can be.
F132398-10-01 (1 L/33.8 FL.OZ.)

F127248-10-01 (250 mL/8.45 FL.OZ.)

Vibrant™ 			
Laundry Detergent

Keeps clothes looking clean,
bright, and new without
potentially harmful phosphates,
borates, sulfates, or chlorine.
F129520-10-01 (975 mL/33 FL.OZ.)
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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When Sisel decided to get into the business of beauty,
we knew we had to offer something that set us apart
from everyone else…and we did. We formulated a beauty
and skin care line that was not only toxin free, but one
that produces exceptional results for our customers.
Today, our Allure line encompasses several different
products, all made under the Sisel Safe® banner.
When you choose Allure, you’re making a decision that
not only affects the way you look and feel, but one that
also helps to protect our environment. Our goal is to
make cosmetic and skin care products that have never
been tested on animals and are 100% toxin-free. We’ve
spent years formulating products that turn back the
clock on the appearance of aging and have done it all
without the harmful effects of hazardous ingredients like
parabens, propylene glycol and sulfates.
Our Allure line keeps you looking fresh, youthful and
healthy. At Sisel, we’ve revolutionized beauty and skin
care, allowing you to look and feel your best.

Beauty is power;
a smile is its sword.
John Ray
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Transfusium™
Our most sophisticated and powerful skin
care product. Transfusium harnesses the
synergistic power of 24 active ingredients
to send your skin back in time. This highly
effective solution to aging skin is specially
designed to address every facet of your skin,
greatly diminishing the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles on aged skin.
F134699-10-01 (30 mL/1 FL.OZ.)

Blur the
lines between
youthfulness
and
sophistication

Sisel Rapid Repair™ Night Cream
Rejuvenate your skin while you sleep! With its
premium, biologically enhanced ingredients, our
formula potentially protects from and counteracts
environmental factors that cause skin to age,
including exposure to the sun’s rays and airborne
toxins.
F127854-10-01 (50 mL/1.7 FL.OZ.)

Actify 6000™ Face & Neck Cream
This cream’s revolutionary ingredients link up and
support your skin’s own replenishing structures to
deliver highly increased volumes of moisture! We’ve
also added intense antioxidants to aid in protection
against drying sunlight and help keep your face free
from environmental stress.
F100045-10-01 (60 mL/2.0 FL.OZ.)
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Exfolium™ Sachets
Share the secret of Exfolium with these easy-to-use
sachets. Each comes with 3ML of this amazing exfoliant–
plenty enough to gain the full Exfolium experience.
Exfolium helps strip away old, dead skin, leaving your
face feeling softer and younger than ever before. Enjoy all
the benefits and effects from an enhanced exfoliation.
F136482-10-01 30 Sachets

SkinDu™ Moisturizing Mist
SkinDu offers a light, moisture-binding spritz that
deeply hydrates your skin with youth-enhancing
ingredients including coconut water extracts,
bioactivator support, and the hyaluronic acid
found naturally in your skin. With only a few light
sprays, the appearance of aged skin will seem to
disappear, leaving a fresh natural glow.
F130522-10-01 (60 mL/2.0 FL.OZ.)

Firming Facial Cleanser
A new level of deep, cleansing power, for maximizing
skin radiance and firmness. Our cleanser provides a
safe and gentle array of dynamic ingredients that indulge
the senses–without compromising the deep cleansing
process that make skin more receptive and responsive
to treatments. The look of rejuvenated, vibrantly beautiful
skin can now be yours again.
F012001-10-01 (220 mL/7.43 FL.OZ.)
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Start Your Own Rewarding Sisel Business!

Sisel is dedicated to providing health, wealth and happiness to its business
partners and customers. Sisel has strived to combine the best in holistic wisdom
and cutting-edge scientific research to offer a wide assortment of the most
robust products available anywhere in the world.
A great opportunity for better health and additional income can only grow
stronger when shared with family and friends. Believe it or not, just engaging
in the simple act of sharing your experiences with Sisel products can help
provide you with the opportunity to change your life forever by becoming a Sisel
Distributor. When you decide to make the commitment to become part of the
Sisel family, you’ll not only be provided with a rich compensation plan but you’ll
also receive the tools you need to succeed, including:

Product Catalog
This full-color catalog that you
are reading is also available in a
downloadable format from our website.
It’s ideal for sharing with new contacts,
prospects and future Distributors.

Working for Yourself is Not Only
Rewarding, It’s Actually Fun!

Becoming part of the Sisel family can be both financially gratifying and
fun! Sisel realizes the value of happiness, and works to provide activities,
rewards and events that help make working for yourself even more
enjoyable. In the last few years, Sisel has sponsored powerful motivational
events, including Mower Mountain Leadership events, World Conventions,
European and Japan Leadership Conventions. Sisel has also put together
amazing retreats in exotic locales such as the Cancun Mini-Convention
and the Caribbean Leadership Cruise. In addition to these major events,
we also offer interactive webinars, regional events, video postings and
social media campaigns that promote enjoyable ways to share your
business in an amusing and original manner. And of course, our
ongoing recognition campaigns announce our Distributor’s
successes to the world, because everyone deserves a pat
on the back for a job well done.

Sisel Website & Back Office
With just a click, you can share everything Sisel
with clients and team members. By becoming a
Sisel Distributor, our web platform allows you to
have a replicated website of your own, containing
everything from a complete product catalog to
company information and current events. Our
new Back Office has been upgraded to offer our
Distributors an efficient and comprehensive place
to track their business, order products and see real
time sales figures and statistics.

Online Blog & Social Media
Our informative blog is packed with
useful information and videos about
products, tips, selling and company
culture. All of this is tied to rich Social
Media presence (Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter), and SEO friendly tools.

Sisel Sales Tools
As a Distributor, you will have
complete access to our wide
array of attention-grabbing
sales tools, including:
Brochures, Postcards, Flyers,
PIPs, Sample Sharing Cards,
Pop-Up Banners and more!
We guarantee you’ll never
lack for things to use to help
grow your business.
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Sisel Empowers You to
Build Your Business!
We’ll always be with you
every step of the way.
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Join our mission to make the world better, and take advantage of the Sisel opportunity today. Get started
by contacting the person who gave you this catalog, or go online at sisel.net for more information.
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